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ighteen months on from the publication of

the Curry Report, research into land use in

the UK is changing in response. This issue of

IGER Innovations continues the trend of the 2002

issue in terms of emphasising the linkage between

farming (in the broadest sense of generating

saleable produce from land) and the sustainable

management of land and landscape. Grassland

covers over 50% of the UK land area and is

almost wholly the product of grazing by animals.

The diversity within UK grassland is large, with

improved grassland supporting the bulk of

production, and unimproved pasture providing

diversity of habitat in a range of locations. In

almost all cases, grazing animals and their returns

to the land are a major factor in influencing what

people see through the windows of their houses,

cars and trains. 

Grassland enterprises may also affect the

environment at a distance. Ammonia is released

from slurry and re-deposited at a distance where

it can encourage the growth of rank weeds such as

nettles, thistles and brambles. Methane is emitted

by ruminants and functions as a powerful

greenhouse gas, albeit one that turns over quite

quickly. Nitrates and phosphates can wash from

fields into streams and rivers where they affect

both drinking water quality and the biological

health of watercourses. It is an unfortunate fact

that farming represents the largest current source

of diffuse pollution in the UK, and that 27% of

serious incidents of pollution come from farms.

How feasible is it, therefore, to retain the valued

elements of agriculture whilst reducing its

adverse impact and maintaining or even

increasing the financial return that farmers

obtain?  Some agricultural systems conserve

resources better than others.  Subsistence farming

is absolutely dependent upon minimising losses

of scarce nutrients to the environment by

recycling all wastes, even at the expense of yield.

Organic systems seek to minimise inputs and to

control their nature, although there is generally a

need for fallow land within the rotation.

However, in many farming systems removal and

sale of produce means that there needs to be

significant balancing flows of material onto the

farm in order to maintain fertility. 

We now understand that these flows are
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susceptible to optimisation using both

management and selective breeding, and this

copy of IGER Innovations illustrates applications

of both elements of this strategy. At a practical

level, there are options for maintaining economic

returns with reduced inputs and offtake by

increasing product quality. The relationship

between forage diet and meat quality is one that is

of considerable interest to IGER and is discussed

below.  Effective co-ordinated management of

fertiliser and slurry inputs can reduce both losses

to water and input costs without significantly

reducing productivity, and this is also discussed.

At a more basic level, there is no doubt that huge

variation exists between ecosystems in the ability

of plants to capture and hold on to different

resources. Plants in depleted environments have

evolved very effective mechanisms for nutrient

capture and retention, often via association with

other organisms such as fungi. However, this is

usually allied to low growth rates and low

productivity. By contrast, crop plants are the

descendants of natural species that are rather

profligate with their resources, growing quickly

in disturbed habitats where competition is low.

Genome sequencing and genetic analysis is,

however, allowing scientists to understand the

basis of variation in the ability to capture and

accumulate specific nutrients and thus to study

the connection between this and low growth rate.

The approaches to genetic analysis that are

described in this volume will, I believe,

increasingly allow us to distinguish between

causal and incidental correlations across wide

genetic distances.  This makes it possible for

breeders to separate desirable and undesirable

characteristics with a precision not so far

achievable. IGER will continue to devote

significant effort to optimising and applying

novel approaches to trait analysis in order to

promote plant breeding as a tool to reduce

environmental losses from agriculture.  We will

also continue to develop the management systems

that make the best use of these advances in terms

of sustainable grassland systems.  This volume

again illustrates the integrated and cross-

disciplinary nature of IGER's portfolio and, I

believe, its relevance to the needs of today's

farmers and land managers.
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